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Background
▪ Sound event detection (SED) : determine both the category 

and occurrence time of a sound event

▪ Audio tagging (AT) : only needs to predict the category

▪ Mean teacher (A semi-supervised learning method ):

▫ It is composed of two networks that both have the same structure. 

▫ One network is a student model which is trained by back propagation. 

▫ The other is a teacher model which is updated, much more slowly, by the 

exponential moving average of the student parameters.



Motivation
▪ The performance of NN based SED methods depends heavily 

on the size and quality of the training dataset.
▫ Datasets with strong labels are expensive and time-consuming to collect.

▫ By contrast, unlabeled or weakly labeled SED recordings are far more easily available.

▪ SED needs fine-level information, whereas AT tends to provide 

coarse-level information.
▫ Systems for SED are often designed to perform both SED and AT simultaneously.

▫ This scale mismatch indicates that systems jointly optimised to perform both tasks may be 

disadvantaged.



Our Approach 
▪ Mean teacher learning method with data augmentation is used 

to exploit unlabeled data in an effective way to learn 

additional structure from the input distribution.

▪ Multi-branch CRNN structure is proposed to solve the SED and 

AT tasks differently

▫ Specifically, a branch with coarse temporal resolution is designed for the 

AT task, while a branch with a finer level of temporal resolution is 

designed for the SED task.



Data Augmentation
▪ Data augmentation is often used to generate the perturbation 

of training data to improve the generalization capability of the 

model.

▫ Spec-augment is first applied to the feature inputs.

◦ In our implementation, only frequency masking is applied, which means that entire mel

frequency bands are consecutively masked.
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Data Augmentation
▫ A method of mixing up labeled and unlabeled data is proposed for the 

system.

◦ Given data    ,    , the mixture method is implemented as below;

where     is the label of data and  is the teacher model. and       are the labeled and 

unlabeled dataset respectively.
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Task-aware Teacher-student Learning
▪ We designed the proposed system to incorporate two branches with the same 

backbone but dedicated to fine-level and coarse-level information respectively.

▪ Prediction of the coarse-level AT branch in the teacher model is used to teach the 

AT ability of the student model, while prediction of the fine-level SED branch in the 

teacher model is used to teach the SED ability of student model.

▫ Given data     , the consistency loss is organized as below;

▫ where  and      are student model and teacher model. ,              and             are the fine-level 

SED output, fine-level AT output and coarse-level AT output respectively
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Proposed System
▪ The architecture used for our experiments is a CRNN structure.

▪ Context Gating

▫ The context gating (CG) module in the CNN block is applied for learning of gated units.

▫ Given the input feature     , an output the CG module can be represented as

where ∗ denotes the convolutional operator,     and    are filter kernel and bias. σ is the sigmoid 

function and   is the element-wise product.
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Proposed System
▪ Multi-branch Structure

▫ The network has a shared backbone, followed by two branches with fine- and coarse-level 

information respectively.

▫ In each branch, the pooling module following the convolution operator is applied to control 

the receptive field of the feature representation.

▪ Multi-resolution Feature

▫ Features with a variety of receptive field sizes can be suitable for SED.

▫ In our system, we aggregate the last few layer outputs of the CNN part to obtain 

multi-resolution features.



Illustration of the proposed model architecture



Experiments and Results
▪ Dataset

▪ The dataset is from Task 4 of the DCASE 2018 Challenge
▫ 1,578 weakly labeled training clips

▫ 14,412 unlabeled in-domain training clips

▫ 39,999 unlabeled out-of-domain training clips

▫ 288 development clips

▫ 880 evaluation clips

▪ The dataset has 10 classes of sound events selected from domestic 

environments.

Sound event class durations occurring 
in the development dataset.



Results

Audio tagging (AT) results 
for the proposed methods.

Sound event detection (SED) 
results for the proposed methods.

• “-ML”, “-MULS” and“-MULT” mean mixing up labeled data only, mixing up unlabeled and 
labeled data separately, and mixing up unlabeled and labeled data together.

• “-MF”refers to a system using the concatenation operation to obtain multi-resolution features.
• “-F”and “-C”refer to systems with only a fine-level branch or a coarse-level branch respectively.



Analysis
▪ Data augmentation for unlabeled data improves the performance of AT.

▪ The usage of multiresolution features is found to be beneficial for both SED 

and AT.

▪ Compared to the system with fine-level information, the system with 

coarse-level information has better AT performance and worse SED 

performance.

▪ It is evident that the systems with two branches for SED and AT 

respectively outperform systems having just one.



Conclusion
▪ This paper proposed a method to mitigate the problem of making 

predictions for SED and AT through the same network structure when using 

unlabeled data.

▪ A multi-branch system was designed to enable detection using fine-level 

information, and classification using coarse-level information.

▪ Data augmentation was applied for unlabeled data and multi-resolution 

features in order to improve system performance.



Thank you！


